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Network: Theorizing Knowledge Work in TelecommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2008
How does a telecommunications company function when its right hand often doesn't know what its left hand is doing? How do rapidly expanding, interdisciplinary organizations hold together and perform their knowledge work? In this book, Clay Spinuzzi draws on two warring theories of work activity - activity theory and actor-network theory - to...
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Python for Graph and Network Analysis (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2017

	This research monograph provides the means to learn the theory and practice of graph and network analysis using the Python programming language. The social network analysis techniques, included, will help readers to efficiently analyze social data from Twitter, Facebook, LiveJournal, GitHub and many others at three levels of depth: ego,...
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Statistics for Research (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for the Second Edition
"Statistics for Research has other fine qualities besides     superior organization. The examples and the statistical methods are laid out     with unusual clarity by the simple device of using special formats for each.     The book was written with great care and is extremely user-friendly."—The...
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Factory Planning Manual: Situation-Driven Production Facility PlanningSpringer, 2009

	This book describes the factory planning process with its manifold practical characteristics. Previous planning approaches only emanate from the product model. Future plannings need to allow for dissimilarity of an individual factory more strongly, i.e., the factory will feature even more individual characteristics according to its position...
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Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2012

	A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems

	Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible to...
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Genetic Toxicology and Cancer Risk AssessmentCRC Press, 2001

	Presents state-of-the-art regulatory cancer risk assessment models including a biologically based model for two-hit carcinogenesis and cell proliferation!

	

	This book comprehensively reviews the various roles of genetic toxicology in human cancer risk assessment conducted by United States and worldwide regulatory...
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Spy the Lie: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Detect DeceptionSt Martin Press, 2012

	THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	Three former CIA officers--among the world's foremost authorities on recognizing deceptive behavior--share their proven techniques for uncovering a lie

	

	Imagine how different your life would be if you could tell whether someone was lying or telling you the truth....
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Wireless Security and Privacy: Best Practices and Design TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2002
The trick to sound security is to begin early, know your threats,... design for  security, and subject your design to thorough objective risk analyses and  testing. This book will help."—From the Foreword by Gary McGraw, CTO of Cigital,  and coauthor of Building Secure...
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A Developer's Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server: Covering SQL Server 2005 and 2008Addison Wesley, 2008
Model SQL Server Databases That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly 

Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well, scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005, theoretical...
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Cell Line Development (Cell Engineering)Springer, 2009
Mammalian cell lines command an effective monopoly for the production of therapeutic proteins that require post-translational modifications. This unique advantage outweighs the costs associated with mammalian cell culture, which are far grater in terms of development time and manufacturing when compared to microbial culture. The development of...
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The Coaching Secret: How to be an exceptional coachFT Press, 2010

	Coaching as a field has mushroomed in recent years. Thousands of new coaches enter the field after only completing short and superficial training programmes. The problem with this is that coaching is not i) something you can simply learn in a short programme ii) a superficial practice.


	The books available on coaching tend to just...
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Tissue and Organ Regeneration in AdultsSpringer, 2001

	Tissue engineering is the first discipline of bioengineering which explicitly integrates molecular biology with physics and chemistry. It emphasizes research in the synthesis of new tissues and organs in vivo and in vitro. The treatment is uniform and deliberately directed toward the different backgrounds of students from the physical and...
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